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Abstract

Background:The skin surface becomeswrinkled and rough due to various internal and

external factors. A three-dimensional (3D) analysis of the skin is required to improve

skin conditions. Stereophotogrammetry, a noninvasive 3D analysis method, is easy to

install anduse, butmost stereo systemshave a fixedbaseline and scale. Previous stereo

systems are not suitable for observing micro-range skin features. Therefore, we sug-

gest the optimal conditions andmethods for the 3D analysis of skin microrelief using a

multi-conditioned stereo system.

Methods:Weconstructedanonconvergencemodel usingamobiledevice andacquired

stereo images under multiscale and multi-baseline conditions. We extracted 3D infor-

mation of the skin through our process: preprocessing, skin feature extraction, feature

matching, and actual depth mapping. We improved the accuracy of the 3D analysis

of the skin by using disparity values instead of disparity maps. We compared and

analyzed the performances of six local feature detector and descriptor algorithms. In

addition, we suggested depth-mapping formulas to estimate the actual depth of the

skin microrelief.

Results:We confirmed that stereo images with a working distance of 70–75 mm and

a baseline of 4–8 mm are effective for the 3D analysis of skin microrelief. In addition,

accelerated KAZE exhibited the best performance for features extraction and stereo

matching. Finally, the extracted 3D informationwas converted to the actual depth, and

the performance of the 3D analysis was verified.

Conclusion: The proposed system and method that provide texture information are

effective for 3D skin disease analysis and evaluation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Skin is the largest organ in the body and is a mechanically complex

material composed of multiple layers of various components. Vari-

ous internal and external factors cause changes in the physical and
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material properties of the internal structure of the skin and morpho-

logical and topological properties of the epidermis such as wrinkles.

Skin topography is represented by microrelief (roughness) and

macro-relief (wrinkles).1 Skin roughness and wrinkles are hallmarks

of aging and play a key role in the analysis of skin conditions. Skin
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microrelief is composed of a network of furrows and ridges formed

by unstructured polygonal patterns.2 During aging, the replacement

rate of keratinocytes is reduced, collagen fibers are destroyed, and

the substrate of the dermis is reduced. Therefore, the skin loses

elasticity and sags, and the wrinkles deepen, resulting in a change in

skin topography.3,4 Accurate skin evaluation is required to alleviate

skin microrelief that is roughened by dramatic changes due to aging

and disease5; in particular, a three-dimensional (3D) analysis of the

skin is essential for accurate treatment.

Among noninvasive 3D imaging techniques, stereophotogramme-

try extracts the 3D information of an object using images acquired

from two ormore viewpoints. It extracts identical features from stereo

images of different views, matches them, and then estimates depths

through triangulation. Stereophotogrammetry can be used in clinical

environments because of its fast image acquisition, simple calibra-

tion, and relatively inexpensive and reliable hardware.6–8 Previous 3D

skin studies had generated a disparity map, representing the 3D infor-

mation, using structured equipment and software,9 or analyzed 3D

information such as the width and depth of the skin wrinkles using

only a two-dimensional (2D) skin image.10,11 However, the dispar-

ity map of the skin surface cannot easily express its microstructure,

and the procedure requires a large time period. In addition, a 3D

analysis of the skin surface using 2D skin images lacks accuracy and

precision. Moreover, the 3D analysis equipment and methods used

in clinical studies have limitations in terms of practicality and uni-

versality owing to their high cost, considerable expertise, and time

consumption.

Recently, as the hardware performance of mobile devices has

improved, various studies have utilized high-resolution images

acquired using mobile cameras.12–14 Mobile cameras are easy to use

and install and can be used in multiple ways in the field of healthcare.

Therefore,weacquired stereo imagesof the skin surfaceusing amobile

device and performed a 3D analysis of skinmicrorelief through feature

extraction and stereomatching.We acquiredmulti-conditioned stereo

images (multiscale, multi-baseline) and suggested optimal stereo

conditions for skin surface analysis.

In addition, we used stereo matching algorithms of the local

approach to estimate the skin microrelief depth in a given left/right

skin image. We analyzed the micro-range depth of the skin images.

To date, few studies have extracted meaningful features and matched

them. In addition, in the case of skin surface images, which include

dynamic changes, the skin surface structure consists of a collection of

polygons with similar intensities, shapes, and sizes. Numerous match-

ing errors occur owing to the effects of noises such as skin surface color

differences and reflections. Thesedifficulties areparticularly evident in

mobile skin image. Therefore,weevaluated theperformanceof the fea-

ture extraction and matching algorithms for illumination, translation,

scale, rotation, and viewpoint changes. We compared the following

stereomatching algorithms based on local feature extraction inmobile

skin images: SIFT,15 SURF,16 BRISK,17 ORB,18 ASIFT,19 andaccelerated

KAZE (AKAZE).20 Finally, we suggested a depth-mapping formula for

stereomatching using standard scalar bar images.We analyzed the 3D

information of the skin microrelief using the disparity values obtained

using the optimal conditioned stereo images. In addition, excluding the

existing disparity maps generation with large errors, we performed an

accurate and precise 3D analysis of the skin using 3D points for skin

microrelief features. Our study suggested optimal conditions for 3D

depth estimation of a wide-view skin image and a fast and accurate

analysis process.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Skin microrelief stereo images

2.1.1 Subjects

We acquired mobile images of skin in the dorsal hand of eight healthy

subjects in the 20-year age group. The skin in the dorsal hand can

detect the morphological and topological changes in the network of

skin microrelief and observe the curvature caused by sagging of aging

skin. The subjects were selected after confirming that they did not

have any skin disease and nonsmoker. This study was carried out

in accordance with the ethical principles of the Helsinki Declaration

and approved by the Institutional Review Board. Written informed

consent was obtained from all participants in the experiment (No.

1040875-202002-BM-009).

2.1.2 Multi-conditioned mobile stereo system

For our stereo system, we used a Galaxy A3 (SM-A310NZKAKOO,

Samsung Electronics Co., Suwon, South Korea; rear camera: 1.3 MP,

aperture: F1.9).We acquired images (magnification: 2.0×; ratio: 4:3) of

the skin surface of the dorsal hand.

Existing 3D skin studies using the stereo vision technique were

based on stereo images with a fixed scale and baseline.1 However,

the disparity, which is depth information, is represented differently

depending on the changes in the scale of the stereo images and the

baseline (the distance between the optical axes of the two cameras). A

wider disparity range provides more precise 3D skin analysis. There-

fore, it is necessary to select suitable conditions, scale, and baseline

stereo images to enable precise disparity representation of the obser-

vation area. We can acquire wide-view images at various scales and

baselines using a mobile device. We installed the mobile camera to be

perpendicular to the shooting direction and acquired stereo images

with a right and left view by shifting the camera in the same horizontal

line. To acquire a mobile image capable of detecting skin fine features

such as wrinkles and wrinkled cells as well as observing a wider area

of skin, we set the working distance to 60–80 mm. The working dis-

tance was adjusted at 5-mm intervals and photographed at a total of

five steps working distances. At each working distance, the baseline of

the stereo image was adjusted through 10 steps by moving the cam-

era at intervals of 1 mm to the left in the range of 1–10 mm. In the

boundary region of the skin on the back of the hand, the polynomial

pattern of the skinmicrostructure is deformed by the curvature. For an
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MOON ET AL. 817

F IGURE 1 Overview of proposed three-dimensional (3D) skin analysis method inmultiscale andmulti-baseline.We acquired skin stereo
images under multiscale, multi-baseline conditions using amobile device. After preprocessing, stereomatching, and optimization, we performed
optimal 3D analysis of the skin surface

accurate evaluation of skin surface roughness, it is effective to obtain

skin information in the central region where the effect of skin curva-

ture is small. Here, the baseline value of 10mm is themaximumshifting

distance that includes a flat skin region and has a stereo matching

range suitable for surface roughness analysis. In addition, the polyg-

onal size of the skin microstructure is less than 1 mm, so we set the

minimum shifting distance to 1 mm. The acquired mobile images had

dimensions of 2064 × 1548 pixels. The actual image size was 34.5 ×

26 mm at a working distance of 60 mm, 37 × 28 mm at 65 mm, 39 ×

29 mm at 70 mm, 41 × 31.5 mm at 75 mm, and 45 × 34 mm at 80 mm,

respectively. Fifty pairs of stereo images were acquired for each sub-

ject. Thus, 400 mobile stereo image pairs were used in our study. To

estimate the actual depth,weacquired apair of stereo imagesof a stan-

dard bar, which is a material with a total height of 1 mm in units of

0.05mm.

Conventionally, for stereo matching, rectification was performed

to transform the image so that the epipolar line of the stereo image

was parallel. However, the rectification process causes image distor-

tion, which hiders the quantification of fine features such as skin

microrelief and takes a long time. We have proven that 3D analysis

of the stereo image is possible without rectification using the pro-

posed mobile stereo system through the existing study.21 Therefore,

we performed skin microrelief analysis using the proposed method

that improved the accuracy and speed of stereo matching without

rectification.

2.2 Skin microrelief depth estimation using
stereo matching

We performed four steps for precision depth estimation of the skin

microrelief: preprocessing, feature extraction, stereo matching, and

real depth mapping. Figure 1 shows the entire process of 3D analysis

of skin microrelief. We usedMATLAB (R2019a, TheMathWorks, Cam-

bridge, UK) andOpenCV3.3 for the preprocessing of themobile image,

image distortion correction, and stereomatching.

2.2.1 Preprocessing

We performed two preprocessing steps for 3D image analysis: (1)

image contrast improvement and (2) image distortion correction. The

mobile skin image contains skin curvature and environmental noises

such as illumination, reflection, and shadows. Therefore, the image is

preprocessed to remove these noises and improve the contrast for

accurate interpretation. In our previous studies, we acquired images of

the skin with improved structural characteristics.12 Themobile images

include fine distortion so that the geometric distortion in the image

causes errors, during stereo matching, in the disparity. This makes

skin feature data less reliable. Hence, we corrected the mobile stereo

images using the developed distortion correction matrix,21 generated

the final preprocessed images, and used them for stereo matching.

Figure 2 shows that the original image and preprocessed (image con-

trast enhancement and distortion correction) stereo images obtained

under the conditions of a working distance of 70 mm and a baseline of

4mm. Figure 2A is images of a standard scalar bar, and Figure 2B is skin

surface images. The hole region in the stereo image can be observed

through distortion correction.

2.2.2 Feature extraction and matching

The stereo disparity can be estimated using the corresponding points

in the left and right images. The disparity value, that is, the 3D infor-

mation, is calculated using the position difference of the horizontal

coordinates of the corresponding points.22 Therefore, these point

extraction and matching algorithms are important for accurate and

precise depth estimations. The skin surface structure consists of a

network of similar polygons, which causes numerous errors in fea-

ture extraction. Thus, for accurate and precise stereo matching of skin

surface images, we should use a change invariant and robust feature

detector descriptor algorithm. We selected six local feature detec-

tor and descriptor algorithms, SIFT, SURF, BRISK, ORB, AKAZE, and

ASFIT, and evaluated the performance of the skin feature extraction.
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818 MOON ET AL.

F IGURE 2 Mobile stereo images under the conditions of a working distance of 70mm and a baseline of 4mm: (A) stereo image of a standard
scalar bar, (B) stereo image of skin surface. From the left, they are the original image and the preprocessed stereo images

TABLE 1 List of the stereomatching algorithms

Serial number

Feature

extractor

Feature

descriptor

Feature

matching

1 SIFT SIFT FLANN

2 SURF SURF FLANN

3 ORB ORB BF

4 BRISK BRISK BF

5 AKAZE AKAZE BF

6 ASIFT ASIFT SIFT

Abbreviations: AKAZE, accelerated KAZE; BF, brute-force; FLANN, fast

library for approximate nearest neighbor.

SIFT and SURF use a fast library for approximate nearest neighbor

matching. ORB, BRISK, and AKAZE use brute-forcematching, whereas

ASIFT uses SIFT matching. Table 1 lists an additional comparison. We

removed the matching points in the geometric error or correction

interpolation regions as outliers.

2.2.3 Depth mapping

We used a standard scalar bar that knows the height to verify the

depth analysis performance using the proposed mobile stereo sys-

tem. In the existing study,21 we verified the 3D information extracted

from the mobile stereo images of the standard scalar bar. In this study,

we develop depth-mapping formulas in the micro-range using stereo

images of a standard scalar bar acquired under the same conditions as

skin imaging and estimate the actual depth of the skinmicrorelief using

this. The standard scalar barwas1mm inheight,with 20 engraved lines

at 0.05-mm intervals. The disparity value differed based on the height.

Therefore, we performed a multiple polynomial regression analysis

on the relationship between the actual depth and disparity at each

line (using the stereo images of the standard scalar bar) and calcu-

lated a second-order polynomial. We converted the disparity value,

which is the skin stereo matching result, into the actual depth using

depth-mapping formulas.

2.3 Statistical processing

Minitab v19 (Minitab Inc., Coventry, UK) was used for the data anal-

ysis. We performed a multiple regression analysis of the actual depth

and disparity and derived 50 depth-mapping formulas in accordance

with theworking distance and baseline.We then performed a one-way

analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the results of the stereo matching

algorithms for the performance evaluation of feature extraction and

matching.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Proposal of real micro-range depth mapping

We used 50 depth-mapping formulas under multiscale, multi-baseline

conditions, and analyzed the actual waviness of the skin surface. The-

oretically, the disparity d, depth z, baseline b, and focal length f are
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MOON ET AL. 819

F IGURE 3 Quadratic polynomial regression formula for actual depth value. (A)∼(J) graphs show the results of themultiple regression analysis
of the relationship between disparity and actual depth for a standard scalar bar. (A)∼(J) graphs indicate depthmapping formula under working
distance of 75mm and baseline of 1–10mm.We converted the disparity to the actual depth using these formula.

related by d = bf/z, whereas d and z are nonlinearly related. How-

ever, our results did not show an ideal nonlinear relationship because

the acquired mobile image has a high resolution and contains fine

errors after distortion correction. Thus, we derived a second-order

polynomial that can interpret the observed disparity as the actual

depth.

Figure 3A–J shows micro-depth-mapping formulas for results of

stereo matching at a working distance of 75 mm with a baseline of 1–

10 mm. It confirmed the disparity differences according to the height

differences at each line. In addition, for a larger baseline, sensitive

depth differences were extracted that could provide better 3D infor-

mation. In otherwords,with the increase in thebaseline,we canextract

precise 3D information. However, with the decrease in the range of

stereo matching, the matching errors increase; the observation of var-

ious skin features becomes challenging. Therefore, it is necessary to

find an optimal baseline to extract accurate and precise skin features.

Using the proposed depth-mapping formulas, according to the base-

line, we can conduct the actual depth estimation and 3D analysis of

the skin surface under the optimal conditions, presented later. We list

other depth-mapping formulas for working distances of 60, 65, 70, and

80mm (shown in the Appendix).

3.2 Stereo matching performance of skin surface
images

We present a feature detector descriptor algorithm with the highest

performance for skin feature (wrinkles, wrinkled cells) extraction and

stereo matching. We aim to perform a quick and accurate 3D analysis

using 3D points of the skinmicrorelief, excluding the process of dispar-

ity map generation. We evaluated the performance of six algorithms

(SIFT, SURF, ORB, BRISK, AKAZE, and ASIFT). In stereo matching, the

performance of the algorithm is measured by the number of features

extracted and the accuracy of the match. When more features are

extracted, the initial matching rate is higher, and thus, the algorithm

performance is higher. Therefore, we evaluated how many algorithms

can extract robust features that are invariant to scale, rotation, and

affine changes. After excluding the outlier, we calculated the number

of final matching points andmatching rates for the six algorithms.

We performed stereo matching for the entire pair of stereo images

acquired at each working distance and compared the performance

of the algorithm using the average of the number of final match-

ing points for each subject’s data. The results of one-way ANOVA

for the six algorithms confirmed the differences in algorithm perfor-

mance (p < 0.05). Tukey’s post-analysis test confirmed that AKAZE

and ASIFT extracted more features than the other four algorithms,

regardless of the image scale changes (Figure 4A). In other words,

AKAZE exhibited the highest performance, whereas SURF exhibited

the lowest performance in skin feature extraction. In addition, we eval-

uated the finalmatching rate. Figure 4B shows the number ofmatching

points and correspondingmatching rate at differentworking distances.

AKAZE, ASIFT, BRISK, ORB, and SIFT generally exhibit good match-

ing rates of 85%–90%. However, the matching rate of SURF was the

lowest because the matching error increased with the stereo base-

line. When the results were more distributed in the upper right part of

the graph, the performance of the algorithm was higher. Thus, AKAZE

and ASIFT were superior in terms of both the number of matching

points andmatching rate. Figure 4C shows the results of stereomatch-

ing in multiscale images according to the working distance when the

baseline was 5 mm. In conclusion, mobile skin images not only con-

tain viewpoint changes (baseline 1–10mm) and various environmental

noises (illumination and curvature), but also interpolation regions

after distortion correction. Thus, numerous stereo-matching errors

occur. Therefore, we selected the AKAZE algorithm, which proved

to have better performance, to extract accurate and numerous skin

features.

3.3 Optimization of stereo image condition

Our study recommends an optimal image scale and baseline for

the accurate observation and an analysis of the skin surface using
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820 MOON ET AL.

F IGURE 4 Performance evaluation of feature extraction andmatching algorithms: (A) one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for differences
among algorithms, (B) relationship between correct rate and number of feature points among algorithms, (C) matching results of algorithms for
multiscale stereo images

multiscale and multi-baseline stereo images. First, a good scale con-

dition implies the extraction of numerous matching points in the

observation range. Based on the results of AKAZE, we confirmed the

matching results (number of final matching points) for different scale

images of the entire sample (Figure 5). The image scales (i.e., working

distances) that provided the best results for each subject were differ-

ent. However, more skin features are normally extracted at working

distances of 70–75 mm. The extraction of numerous matching points

indicated numerous distinct skin featureswithin the observation range

of the stereo image. We confirmed the distribution region of match-

ing points in each zone by dividing the disparity range into four zones

at each scale. Figure 6 shows the matching results of AKAZE when

the baseline was 5 mm, and the disparity belonged to the low range

(yellow). This implied that the skin surface was relatively deep. The

opposite result was obtained when the disparity belonged to a high

range (blue), which implied that the skin surfacewas relatively high.We

could estimate the waviness of the skin surface using disparity analy-

sis. In addition, for a wider disparity range, the depth information can

be precisely interpreted. As shown in Figure 6, the center of the back

of the hand or region leading to the fingers has a relatively high surface

(cyan–blue range), whereas the regions on both ends of the hand have

a low surface (yellow–green range). If the working distance is too small

(working distance of 60 mm) or too large (working distance of 80 mm),

it is difficult to detect the difference in the skin surface waviness, and

the ambiguity region, such as the shadows on both ends of the image,

increases. In conclusion, the images acquired at working distances of
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MOON ET AL. 821

F IGURE 5 Comparison of the average number of final matching
points of all subjects at each working distance. This graph shows the
relationship between the final matching points using accelerated
KAZE (AKAZE) and different working distances. The working distance
is better whenmorematching points arematched. As shown in the
graph, the best working distance is 70–75mm

65–75mm can be used to detect and extract distinct skin features and

precisely identify skin surface waviness.

Next, we performed a comparative analysis of the baseline (1–

10 mm) conditions using the AKAZE results of stereo images at a

working distance of 75 mm. Figure 7B–K shows the disparity results

when the baseline was 1–10 mm. As shown in the reference image

(right image in Figure 7A), we can see the curvature of the skin surface

with naked eye. It is important to find a proper baseline to interpret the

surface curvature precisely. Thus, we recommend an optimal baseline

by comparing and analyzing the disparity range and matching points

that express the four disparity zones. When the baseline is 1–3 mm, it

is challenging to detect the disparity accurately owing to the geomet-

ric error (after distortion correction) and precisely identify the surface

waviness owing to the narrow disparity range. When the baseline was

9–10 mm, the detection features were not dense, and the disparity

range was narrow. Dense skin features can be detected at a baseline

4–6 mm and identify the left region of the skin accurately based on

the reference image at baselines of 7–8 mm. Consequently, when the

baseline is 4–8mm, the disparity can be densely extracted and the skin

surface waviness can be accurately analyzed.

3.4 Extracting 3D waviness information of the
skin surface

Based on the previous results, we acquired mobile stereo images of

the skin under optimal conditions (baseline: 7 mm, working distance:

75 mm) and performed stereo matching using AKAZE. We performed

a surface waviness analysis by selecting skin data with distinct differ-

ences in the skin surface. Figure 8 shows the final matching results

for the four subjects. The actual depth of the surface can be esti-

mated using the proposed depth-mapping formula. Thus, we showed

the results by calculating the actual depth using the extracted dispar-

ity. We did not observe large depth differences on the surface of the

first row of relatively silky skin. The third and fourth rows exhibit dif-

ferences in depth in the surface curvature region that is visible to the

naked eye. In addition, when detailed depth differences appear in the

disparity results, the roughness of a specific range of the skin sur-

face can be analyzed using disparity analysis. We can compare 3D skin

analysis for different skin surfaces using the calculated actual depths.

4 DISCUSSION

Skin images acquired bymobile devices include fine distortions or vari-

ous uncontrolled environmental noises, which hinder the acquisition of

images and the analysis of skin features. In addition, previous studies

had limitations in 3D analysis, such as the depth of wrinkles and rough-

ness of the surface, owing to the use of 2D images only. To overcome

the limitationsof previous studies,weperformedanoptimization study

for the3Danalysis of the skin surfaceusing the stereovision technique.

We analyzed mobile skin stereo images (multiscale, multi-baseline)

and showed the skin feature extraction andmatching algorithm, image

scale, and stereo baseline providing the highest performance. In con-

clusion, we performed a 3D analysis of the waviness of a skin surface

using stereomatching.

We recommend three optimal methods for an accurate and pre-

cise analysis of mobile skin stereo images under multiscale and

multi-baseline conditions. First, we evaluated the best algorithm

for extracting skin surface features (wrinkles and wrinkled cells)

and their matching. The structure of the skin surface consists of a

fine and similar polygon, which leads to numerous stereo-matching

errors. Therefore, we compared and evaluated the performance of six

representative algorithms for skin feature extraction and matching.

According to the number of final matching points and the matching

rate, the following performances of the algorithms were obtained:

AKAZE>ASIFT>ORB>BRISK> SIFT> SURF.

Second, we evaluated the mobile image scale to determine the best

skin observation. According to the changes in the image scale, fea-

ture ambiguity by shadows or curvatures appears. These effects lead

to sparser matching results and low precision of depth information.

Therefore, it is important to select the image with the best scale for

observing the skin surface. To select the image scale, we compared and

analyzed thedenseness of thematchingpoints andprecisionof the skin

surface waviness through the results of stereo matching at five work-

ing distances of 60–80 mm. Our results show that the best scale that

enables the detection of additional matching points and details a pre-

cise surface waviness is from images acquired at a working distance of

70–75mm.

Third, we evaluated the baseline stereo images for the most precise

skin analysis. The expressed disparity range differed according to base-

line. The disparity range is related to the precision of the 3D analysis.

Therefore, to obtain the optimal baseline, we performed a compara-

tive analysis of stereo images with a total of 10 steps at the baseline

(1–10 mm). The criteria for the optimal baseline are the detection
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822 MOON ET AL.

F IGURE 6 Disparity results of multiscale skin image. The stereo-matching results of accelerated KAZE (AKAZE), when the baseline is 5mm
undermultiscale conditions is shown. The best image scale accurately and precisely expresses the waviness of the skin surface. The
color-expressing disparity points in the second column confirm acceptable results for images acquired at working distances of 65–75mm

of numerous matching points in the observation region and accurate

estimation of waviness. When the baseline is too small (1–3 mm), the

mobile skin image includes fine geometric errors (after mobile image

distortion correction); the disparity range is narrow, which hinders a

detailed analysis of the depth of the skin surface. Conversely, when

the baseline is too large (9–10 mm), numerous matching errors occur,

and thus, the number of detected matching points is small, which hin-

ders accurate3Danalysis. Therefore, our study recommends abaseline

range of 4–8 mm, which can be used to extract dense matching points

and accurately express the surface waviness.

In this study,wedevelopedadepth-mapping formula toestimate the

actual depth using the disparity extracted under three proposed condi-

tions for 3D skin analysis.We performed 3D analysis and evaluation of

the waviness of the skin surface expressed in terms of actual depth.

We propose a 3D analysis method for the skin surface using an

optimized mobile-based stereo system. It is possible to estimate and
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MOON ET AL. 823

F IGURE 7 Disparity results of multi-baseline stereo images. The stereomatching results of accelerated KAZE (AKAZE), under multi-baseline
conditions, when the working distance is 75mm are shown. (A) is reference image, and (B)∼(K) show the stereomatching results under baseline of
1-10mm.Whenwe confirm the color-expressing disparity points of (B-K), the skin waviness is expressed precisely at baselines of 4-8mm (E-I)

analyze the actual fine curvature and waviness of the skin surface. In

addition, the proposed method uses the 3D points of the skin instead

of the disparity map for 3D analysis; thus, the performance is fast,

accurate, and precise. Our method can be utilized in the analysis of

various skin diseases, such as atopic dermatitis and psoriasis (from dis-

eases with fine thickness to keloids with large shape and height). In

addition, ourmethod can be effectively used to perform2Dor 3D anal-

yses regardless of the size of skin diseases, body curvature, and image

shooting environment.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Our study presents optimal conditions that enable 3D skin analy-

sis using mobile devices to evaluate skin surface waviness. We can

precisely observe the different skin surface curvatures. Previous stud-

ies did not optimize various stereo image conditions for the observa-

tion of skin surface features and had a limitation in the analysis range

of the skin. However, we observed a wider skin surface and increased

the accuracy of the skin analysis. In addition, the disparity map of the

skin surface using stereo vision generated 3D information error; we

used disparity values instead of disparity maps. Thus, we can quantify

the 3D information of the local analysis of the skin as well as the global

analysis. In addition, we suggest an actual depth-mapping formula to

calculate the actual depth difference. In conclusion, we performed a

3Danalysis of themicro-range using amulti-conditionedmobile stereo

system that can beused in various fields.Our studywas conducted on a

limited age group in the 20s, but if future studies are conducted on dif-

ferent age groups, it is expected that new skin analyses, such as aging,

will be observed.
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824 MOON ET AL.

F IGURE 8 Depth analysis for different subject skin images. The three-dimensional (3D) skin analysis results for four subjects at a working
distance of 75mm and baseline of 7mm are presented. The four skin images contain different skin characteristics, such as curvature andwaviness
of the skin surface. The figure shows the analysis results that reflect these skin characteristics. The actual depth of thematching point can be
estimated by converting the calculated disparity to the actual depth
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APPENDIX

Quadratic polynomial regression formula for actual depth value at the working distance 60, 65, 70, and 80mm.
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